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1. INTRODUCTION – AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF IO2

The main aims and objectives of IO2 are:










To design the eco-system where the Open Badge system will develop in order to identify,
recognize, and validate the digital skills and competences gained as specified in the
methodology and framework defined in IO1 as the basis and the e-portfolio as a holistic
method of assessment.
To create the links between the methodology and the framework designed in IO1 and the
Open Badges, as well as the e-portfolios which will showcase the progress of teachers progress
in using ICT
To set educational standards and requirement that will enable teachers to add the evidence
required for claiming a BADGE to back up their progression of competences from one level to
the other according to the eco-system to be developed.
To promote the use of these two mechanisms offering transparency, visibility, recognition and
validity of the digital competences gained and used.
To initiate the creation of synergies between the schools, labour market, NGOs, institutions,
schools, stakeholders, authorities etc. for the endorsement and accreditation of the GoDigital.
Open Badges and Certificate in an open and digital setting (Erasmus+ Horizontal Priorities).
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2. THEORY OF THE OPEN BADGES

Open Badges are a digital representation of skills, learning outcomes, achievements or
experience such as:






Hard skills: knowledge, competences, etc.
Soft skills: collaboration, communication, etc.
Participation and community involvement
Official certification
Authorization

Open Badge is an innovative system used in the USA and many EU countries for the validation
and recognition of learning using the OB technology offered as an open educational resource.
It is a technology which promotes open access and participation of all stakeholders involved
in badges process, while allowing the creation of synergies between the learners-earners (i.e.
young people, students), the issuers (i.e. VET Schools, stakeholders, enterprises, NGOs
including the VET trainers/ Volunteers as facilitators) and the badge consumers (i.e.
employers, formal education, public authorities, official body). This will lead to the
endorsement process leading to a transparent, transferable, valid and credible validation of a
body of skills and knowledge related to a set of competences, such as coding skills for VET
students and teachers.
Open Badges is a very inclusive solution: it enables anyone to get actively involved in
designing, testing, implementing and promoting the learning outcomes and achievements.
This is what major European documents on Recognition are calling for, as well as Erasmus+ in
emphasizing the “transparency and recognition of skills and qualifications to facilitate
learning, employability and labour mobility: priority will be given to actions promoting
permeability across education, training and youth fields as well as the simplification ad
rationalisation of tools for transparency, validation and recognition of learning outcomes. This
includes promoting innovative solutions for the recognition and validation of competences
acquired through informal, non-formal, digital and open learning” (Horizontal Priorities).
Open Badge is a visual verified evidence of achievement. It has visual part (image) and metadata, which is encoded in the image. Each digital badge must comply with the required
standard data fields, such as: issuer, date of issue, description of the badge, link to assessment
criteria, link to evidence of what badge owner is claiming, link to specific competence
framework and tags, which puts an Open Badge in relation to specific context.
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3. BENEFITS OF OPEN BADGES
The following are some of the benefits of Open Badges:








Badges can demonstrate a wider range of skills and achievements of a learner acquired
through formal, non-formal and informal learning methods and activities.
Badges are portable and verifiable digital objects. All this information may be packaged within
a badge image file that can be displayed via online CVs and social networks.
Each Badge includes the description of the achievement: i.e., it describes the particular path a
learner undertook for his or her achievement, accompanied by the evidence to support the
badge award.
Each Badge includes information about the earner’s identity, a link to information about the
issuer and a link to a description of what a badge represents.
Badges can be used to unlock learning and career pathways. They can be used to support
individuals to achieve learning goals, to provide routes into employment; and to nurture and
progress talent within organizations.
Badges can represent personal attributes that matter to employers (such as soft skills)
Badges can be used in professional context. Thousands of organizations, including non-profit
organizations, major employers or educational institutions, issue badges in accordance with
the Open Badges Specification.
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4. KEY ELEMENTS

4.1 Issuer
The issuer defines a competence that could be acquired by a user, designs the learning material for it
and assesses the users with regards to the acquisition of the competence. The issuer then creates a
relevant badge and makes it available for earning by any user. For each badge, the issuer should make
available details of the criteria that an earner must meet in order to be awarded the specific badge.
The reviewer of an assessment compares the evidence provided by the earner against the specific
badge criteria.
Any individual or organization can create an Issuer profile and begin defining and issuing Open Badges.
This is being done by a diverse range of organizations and communities, including:








Schools and universities
Employers
Community and nonprofit organizations
Government agencies (including NASA)
Libraries and museums
Event organizers and science fairs (Including Intel)
Companies and groups focused on professional development (such as the GODIGITAL
consortium)

An entity that can be described with a name, a description, a URL, an image, and an e-mail address is
a possible candidate to become an issuer. Furthermore, it needs a technology platform that supports
the Open Badges Specification in order to issue Open Badges.

4.2 Badge Issuing Platforms
Many companies have badge issuing platforms compliant with the Open Badges Specification.
They provide a wide range of services which allow non-technical users to issue Open Badges
credentials. The platforms used for issuing Open Badges offer a variety of custom services
including online badge designers, badge discovery, issuing, assessment workflow, display, user
profiles, social sharing and tools to integrate with existing learning systems. All Open Badges
issuing platforms allow recipients to export their badges to other online options. This allows
users to stack and share their badges earned on different platforms and to choose their own
spaces to establish their identity on the web.
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4.3. Earner
Open Badges help to recognize skills gained through a variety of experiences, regardless of
the age or background of the learner. They allow earners to get awards for following their
interests and passions, and to unlock opportunities in life and work by standing out from the
crowd. Earners have to register on the organization’s platform and can claim a badge when
the pre-defined criteria have been met during the evaluation phase.

4.4. Evaluation
There are different options for the assessment process:




Asynchronous assessment: learners seek out the assessment when it is convenient for them
instead of being required to take an exam at a pre-determined time.
Stealth assessment: assessment and awarding badges can happen automatically and provide
immediate feedback.
Portfolio assessment: work samples, projects and other artifacts the learner has produced can
be used as evidence for claiming a badge.

4.5. Displayer
Open Badges are designed to be shared. By sharing them, individuals exhibit their
achievements to others and turn them into a valuable currency to unlock new opportunities.
Displayers can utilize the Displayer API for retrieving earner badges from the Mozilla hosted
Backpack. Mozilla set up the first Backpack in 2011. Most issuing platforms provide users
with the ability to connect and store their badges to this Backpack. When retrieving badges
form the earner’s Mozilla Backpack (using the email address account), the displayer will only
be able to access those badges that the earner has chosen to be public.
Badges can also be shared:





On blogs, websites, e-Portfolios, and professional networks
In job applications
On social media sites - Twitter, Google+, Facebook, LinkedIn
In an e-mail signature
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5. INSTITUTIONAL ENDORSEMENTS
Badges are like commercial products that have to be endorsed by a certain celebrity or
institution in order to be promoted in a wider sphere and to gain the support of the consumer.
In this section, institutions from public and private sectors, which are endorsing open badges
as a recognition tool and the importance of endorsing a badge within the ecosystem will be
highlighted.

6.1 Governmental Institutions
The Council of the European Union is one of the intergovernmental institutions which have
expressed their support to the open badges as one of the nonconventional approaches to
recognize someone’s work. In a conclusion made by the Council and Representatives of the
Government of the Member States released in November 23, 2016, it was stated that “To
appeal to young people and to ensure greater impact on their lives, new settings where young
people spend their time, such as modern city infrastructure and virtual space, as well as new
approaches using innovative online and offline tools (such as gamification, GPS based
activities, learning badges or design thinking), should be reflected upon and taken into account
in the further development of education and training of youth workers.” (Council of the
European Union, 2016). This statement affirms that learning badges such as open badges are
one of today’s trends in recognizing learners’ skills and knowledge acquired by training.
Within the EU, the Lithuanian National Commission for UNESCO together with the Lithuanian
Association of Non-Formal Education recommend the use of open badges to other UNESCO
affiliated schools in the country (Lithuanian National Commission for UNESCO, 2016).
Aside from these EU bodies, in 2013 the U.S. Department of Education’s Office of Vocational
and Adult Education (OVAE), funded a study which “explores the feasibility of developing and
implementing a system of digital badges for adult learners and the implications for policy,
practice, and the adult education delivery system” (Finkelstein, Knight, & Manning, 2013). In
the US, the following institutions have a long tradition implementing the open badges system
as a recognition tool:

 EDUCAUSE- a leading association in the field of information technology focusing on higher
education.
 The Society for Science and the Public administers the Intel International Science and Engineering
Fair (Intel ISEF), - the largest precollege science completion in the world.
 The American Association for State and Local History
 The Yale Center for Emotional Intelligence
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These institutional endorsements from various governmental bodies show that open badges
are a legitimate tool to be considered and one of the trends in the 21st century which should
be further explored in the field of formal and non-formal education.

6.2. Private Sector’s Endorsement
Aside from Mozilla Foundation which started with the idea of open badges, various entities in
the private sector have been using open badges. For instance, the American company
Microsoft “developed a badge system for the Partners in Learning Network (PiLN) of educators
and school leaders to promote technological competencies and relevant skills in today’s digital
age.” (Chow, 2014). On its official website, the company explains why they are offering
badges: “Your digital badge allows you to easily share the details of your skills in a way that is
trusted and verifiable” (Microsoft, 2016). One of the well-known institutions which is using
open badges is the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). In 2012, NASA
together with Project Whitecard and the Wheeling Jesuit University collaborated to convince
the California Academy of Science to implement Mozilla’s open badges system in “recognizing
life’s achievements” (NASA, 2016). Aside from companies, formal education institutions have
been also using open badges as a recognition tool. In Europe, some of these institutions
include Beuth University of Applied Sciences in Berlin, Germany, Newcastle University in the
United Kingdom and Universitat de les Illes Balears in Spain (Mozilla Foundation, 2016c).
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6. OPEN BADGES FOR GODIGITAL
Open Badges provide portable and verifiable information about digital skills and
achievements. Students and teachers can unlock opportunities by sharing collections of
badges representing desired skill sets in a dynamic, evidence-based way. Open Badges
represent legitimate, authenticated achievements described within the badge and linked to
the GODIGITAL project.
The main characteristics of the GODIGITAL Open Badges eco-system are:
 The GODIGITAL consortium has designed the framework, syllabus and teaching – learning
material for the following modules (which are presented in IO1) namely:
o Internet
o LMS
o Website Design
o Hardware
o Tools & Applications
 For each of the above modules, the GODIGITAL consortium has created the corresponding
badges (Figure 1). There are 5 badges (one per module) and 1 overall Badge (GODIGITAL) for
the completion of all modules. In order for someone to acquire the GODIGITAL Badge, they
first need to complete all the modules. These badges are made available for earning via the eplatform, which has been designed specifically for the learning and assessment purposes of
the MeLDE project.
 Primary school teachers are invited to register in the platform and take the course(s) of the
GODIGITAL project.
 The e-platform specifies to teachers the criteria of earning each of the badges shown below.
These criteria will be elaborated in the following section.
 Primary school teachers have to provide evidence to meet the badge criteria in order to claim
a specific badge. This process is automatized on the e-tool.
 The badges will be awarded automatically through the e-platform based on certain criteria,
which are presented in the next section.
 The issuer (GODIGITAL Consortium) will provide the user with the opportunity (through the etool) to create an account in the Badge Backpack in order to display the earned badges there
as well.

The GODIGITAL consortium plays a critical role in developing the ecosystem. Open Badges can
support learners to achieve new collaborations, jobs, internships and richer connections
between lifelong learners.
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Figure 1: GODIGITAL Open Badges Tree Structure
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Internet
Main objective:
This module provides information, knowledge and experience on effective and safe internet use for
educational purposes by familiarizing learners with information search, selection and management’s
tools and strategies, either on an individual or in a collaborative basis.
Issued by: Expert
Learning Outcomes
Summary of topics based on the main topics of Module
1 – Internet are:
1.1 Security/safety on the net
1.2 Ιnfo search on the net
1.3 Web 2.0
1.4 Info management

Criteria
1. Take the
Initial Selfassessment
test
2. Pass the
Final
assessment
test with
85%

Evidence

Pass the quiz
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LMS
Main objective:
The main objective of this module is to instruct teachers on how to start, personalize, manage and use
the Moodle platform from Teacher point of view in order to create online courses to students benefit.
Issued by: Expert
Learning Outcomes
Summary of topics based on the main topics of Module
2 – LMS are:
2.1 Creating a course in Moodle
2.2 Course Resources
2.3 Course Activities
2.4 Managing course participants

Criteria
1. Take the
Initial Selfassessment
test
2. Pass the
Final
assessment
test with
85%

Evidence

Pass the quiz
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Website Design
Main objective:
This module is a compendium of knowledge on the creation and ways of positioning websites
made with the help of the free WordPress content management system. The course will
prepare you to independently perform such a site from designing correct layout to correct
content, graphic design and typography by installation to the editing of the advanced additions.
The training is based on the dynamically developing WordPress development environment,
which effectively presents content and graphics on the Internet.
Issued by: Expert
Learning Outcomes
Summary of topics based on the main topics of
Module 3 – Website Design are:
3.1 Fundamentals of the Web
3.2 Website Planning, functionalities and main
aspects of the frequently used systems
3.3 Layout, Typography and Formatting (Graphics,
Color, Transparency)
3.4 Browser Compatibility and Webpage
Responsibility and Security

Criteria

Evidence

1. Take the
Initial Selfassessment
test
2. Pass the
Pass the quiz
Final
assessment
test with
85%
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Hardware
Main objective:
The module 4 will provide primary school teachers with basic information about hardware, problem
fixing and use of interactive whiteboard as a tool for encouraging and supporting classroom dialogue,
while incorporating it in the classroom and daily curriculum.
Issued by: Expert
Learning Outcomes
Summary of topics based on the main topics of
Module 4 – Hardware are:
4.1 Hardware
4.2 Introduction to Interactive WhiteBoard
4.3 Basic Functionalities and Opportunities
4.4 Use of Interactive WhiteBoard for educational
purposes

Criteria

Evidence

1. Take the
Initial Selfassessment
test
2. Pass the
Pass the quiz
Final
assessment
test with
85%
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Tools/Applications
Main objective:
The main objective of the Module 5 is to prepare primary school teachers for searching, selection,
valuation and practical use of ICT tools and internet applications in the teaching and learning process,
adequately to the assumed learning outcomes and in accordance with the pupils' educational needs.
Issued by: Expert
Learning Outcomes
Summary of topics based on the main topics of Module
5 – Tools/Applications are:
5.1 “Content curation” as a method of using ICT tools
and web applications in education
5.2 Tools and applications that support development
of media and creative competences
5.3 Tools and applications facilitating group and
project work of pupils
5.4 Tools and applications used in educational
analytical and evaluation methods

Criteria

1. Take the
Initial Selfassessment
test
2. Pass the
Final
assessment
test with
85%

Evidence

Pass the quiz
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6.1 Overall Course Completion Badge (GODIGITAL Super Badge)
In terms of the awarding of the overall GODIGITAL Badge, the criterion set will be the successful
completion of all the modules of the course. Successful completion of a module means earning
the corresponding module badge, which can be achieved with an overall mark of 85% or over.
Therefore, once users receive all module badges, the e-platform will automatically award them
the final Overall Course Completion Badge (GODIGITAL Super Badge).
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